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Company Profile 

Translation Palace is a translation company incorporated in Rwanda. We are specialized in providing 

translation and interpretation services targeted to the Rwandan markets to international clients 

worldwide. We offer a price-competitive, professional, fast, customer-focused and quality-controlled 

service. 

Through working with both small and multinational organizations and research of the local resource 
market, we have become a resourceful and flexible translation company with 750+ best-choice 
professional translators, consultants and terminologists, specializing in almost any industry. 
Whatever your specific requirements are, we have an expert for you. 

 
We specialize in translation services from and to main European languages against East African 
languages such as Kinyarwanda, Luganda, Kiswahili and Kirundi as well as other available target 
languages (translation, proofreading, localization, copywriting, subtitling, graphic design, 
photographic activities, printing, etc.) We use the latest hardware and software solutions and the 
latest versions of various CAT tools (Trados Studio, SDLX, Deja Vu, Star Transit, Wordfast, Wordbee, 
etc.) and localization and subtitling solutions. Our projects are delivered on time, with the supreme 
service quality at the reasonable price. 

 
Our main competitive advantages 

Network of first-class professional translators, editors, binder, xeroxers, printers, typesetters, 
typographers, designers, photographers, etc. > Usage of advanced industry technology > Quality 
controlled translations > Very competitive prices > Fast turnaround times 

Our services 
Written translations (with 3 levels of QA included: BASIC (T), SUPER (TP) and EXPERT (TEP)), Editing, 
Localization, Language consultancy, Copywriting, Transcribing, Adapting, Subtitling, Other language-
related services (typesetting, TM creation and alignment, professional assessment of translations, etc.), 
as well as Simultaneous interpreting and consecutive interpreting. 

Fields of Specialization 
IT, computers, telecom, various technical fields, automotive, (bio)medical, (bio)chemical, dental, 
pharmaceutical, marketing, financial, legal (contracts, patents), ISO/EN standards, business, 
literature, games... and more. 

Our Promo Offers 
❖   Proofreading and revision rates are now included in the translation rate with 

basic, super and expert levels of QA! 
❖   Free test and sample translations of up to 250 words! 
❖   Cat tools discounts - save 50% on fuzzy matches and 75% on repetitions! 
❖   Guaranteed discounts for our regular, long-term and large-volume-jobs providing clients! 

Translation Palace, your language partner! 
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